
Loyola's Jordan Moore, left, makes a contested reception despite the defensive effort by 
Calvert Hall's Wayne Williams in the first quarter. Moore also threw a touchdown pass. 
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Calvert Hall's Chris Cooper runs for an 88-yard touchdown after a reception against Loyola for the first score in the 98th Turkey Bowl. 
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In the second half, the Cardinals scored a 

pair of unanswered touchdowns to seal the 
win. Sophomore receiver Adewale 

bayanju cut through a hole and dashed 28 
ards to cap a 66-yard drive late in the third 
uarter. Chance Campbell later intercepted 
pass tipped at the line by Reggie Sutton 
d scored six players later on a 6-yard run. 

Campbell, a linebacker by trade, hadn't 
played much running back this season 
before Thursday, but reached the endzone 
twice on his biggest stage. 

"We practiced some of that. It was our 
last game, so we were just trying to pull out 
all the stops;' he said. "It was great going Out 
like that my last game 

As well as Loyola played in stretches, the 

Dons' youth — with a combined17 freshmen 
and sophomores on the roster — played a 
critical role. The team drew nine penalties, 
mostly false starts on the offense, and 
struggled to consistently match up with the 
veteran Cardinals. 

"We made a lot of mistakes, and we're 
really inexperienced," Zehyoue said. "It 
comes back and hurts you in those 
moments. It's frustrating, but, God, I love 
every one of those kids. They're a joy to 
coach, but sometimes you live with the 
mistakes of a really young person:' 

The victory meant that Calvert Hall's 29 
seniors finished their high school careers 
without enduring a loss to the Dons. It's a 
feat the Cardinals have accomplished twice 
since 2009, after previously not pulling it off 
since the early 1980s. 

"When you come to Calvert Hall, you 
never want to lose the Turkey Bowl," Mike 
Campbell said. "It means a lot to send off 
these seniors and know that they didn't lose 
one 
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CH 14 0 7 6 27 

1. 0 6 0 0 6 
CH — Cooper 88 pass from M. Campbell (Cottone kick) 
CH — C. Campbell 8 run (Cotton kick) 
L — Boozer 12 pass from from Moore (kick blocked) 
CH — Obayanju 28 run (Cottone kick) 
CH — C. Campbell 6 run (run failed) 
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